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There is a movement in soil science away from qualitative soil classification
toward a quantitative approach based on measurement of soil characteristics.
OSACA is a software tool designed to help the researcher in soil science perform
soil classification on the basis of the clustering of numerical characterisitics of
soil samples.

This User Guide is intended not only to describe the use of the program, but
also to document its construction and the various algorithms used. Although
the software described here is a completely new implementation, the ideas are
based on software developed by one of the authors [Carré] as part of her doctoral
thesis.

Other than to refine existing ideas and implementations, there was also a de-
sire to develop an application that could handle much larger datasets, was fast
and robust, and did not depend on a closed, proprietory operating platform.
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1 Installation

1.1 About OSACA

OSACA is a Java Web application. This means that it is a Client-Server application, where the
Client is an ordinary (but standards-compliant) web browser, and the server is a Java appli-
cation. Depending on the hardware available to you, you have two choices:

1. Install OSACA on a server, and access it from your normal desktop PC. This is the best
choice if you either don’t have a powerful desktop PC, or you don’t have permission
to install programs on your PC.

2. Install OSACA on your desktop PC, and access it as a local service. This is a good
choice if you have a powerful desktop PC, or if you wish to work independantly of
the network.

1.2 Deploying OSACA

OSACA is distributed as a Web Archive or .war file. In order to use it, it must first be deployed
to the Web container1. In the instructions below, the URLs are given as localhost:8080...
; if you have installed Tomcat on a separate server, or if you have installed it on a differ-
ent port (eg, port 80), then the URLwill have to be adjusted. For example, instead of typing
localhost:8080/osaca, you may need to type deepthought.my.org/osaca.

With Tomcat running, type the following url into your Web browser:
localhost:8080/manager/html and you should be prompted to enter the user name and
password that you put in the tomcat-users.xml file. Once you have done this, the screen
should be similar to that shown in figure ??. You may have to scroll down to find the relevent
part. Either type in the path of the osaca.war file, or press the “browse” button to navigate
and select it. Then, press the “Deploy” button, and you should see the screen shown in
figure ??.

Once OSACA has been deployed, you will see the page shown in figure ??. You only need to
deploy OSACA when you first receive the software, or if you receive an updated version. The
rest of the time, OSACA is available as long as Tomcat is running.

1These instructions assume you are running Tomcat; different Web containers will have different ways of
deploying Web archives—please consult the documentation that accompanies these products for details of
how to do it.
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Figure 1: Deploying a WAR file
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Figure 2: Osaca deployed
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2 Using OSACA

2.1 Quick Start

Start your Web browser

Load OSACA Type localhost:8080/osaca into the location field. You should get the page
shown in figure ??.

Figure 3: The OSACA starting page

If you have previously loaded data, just press the OK button; otherwise, press the Browse
buttons, and select the files to be uploaded, and then press OK.

Choose your processing options You will be presented with the page shown in figure
??. Make your choices, and press OK.

Download the results There may be a significant delay before the page shown in figure ??
is shown. This is due to the amount of processing that OSACA needs to perform.

When it is displayed, simply press the download button for each set of results you wish to
download.
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Figure 4: OSACA options page
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Figure 5: The OSACA results page
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2.2 Common Use Cases

2.2.1 Classification using Supplied Soil and/or Horizon Classes

In this case, you have a data set that you wish to classify using soil or horizon classes. Each
observed horizon is matched to the closest horizon class, and each observed soil profile is
matched to the closest soil class.2

2.2.2 Classification by Iterative Clustering Methods

In this case, you wish to derive classes from a data set of observations. Clustering methods
are used to find horizon types, to which observed horizons are ‘attached’. Similarly, soil
types can be obtained by clustering methods, and the observed soil profiles ‘attached’ to
them.

2.3 Data File Formats

In this version of OSACA, all data read from, or written to, files is3 in ‘CSV’4 format. This is
a convenient format to work in for two reasons:

• It is human-readable, in that everything is text—numerical values included—and can
be edited by a normal text editor

• It is compatible with spreadsheet applications, such as MicroSoft Excel

A dataset is represented by a series of ‘rows’ of data, each being a line of text, terminated by
a newline5. Each row comprises a number of values, which are either text, or numerical val-
ues. The values are separated by commas (‘,’)—hence the moniker—which means that the
decimal point is always the period (‘.’), and not the comma.

The first row of a CSV file usually contains the column names: in OSACA, this row also
determines

• the number of variables per row. The first field is assumed to contain a soil profile id,
the 2nd, a horizon id within the soil id, and the last field contains the basal depth of
the horizon. Hence, if there are 15 fields in total, fields 3-14 (12 fields) are assumed to
contain the variables

• the type of each variable. Each variable can be:

– a measured value, expressed as a real number, usually with a decimal point

– a counted value, expressed as an integer

2The term “closest” implies a “distance”. OSACA includes a variety of ways of calculating distances, which
will be discussed later.

3Throughout this document, the term ‘data’ is employed in its modern, uncountable form, like ‘information’.
As such, it behaves as if it were singular.

4Comma Separated Variable
5more formally: the platform-dependent line-ending character
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– a coded value—that is, a non-numeric value, such as soil colour, expressed as an
enumeration. These are also integer values

The choice between a real, decimal number and an integer is made for each variable by ap-
pending either [D] or [I] to the variable (column) name in the first row.

Here is an example of a simple data file:

SOIL-ID, HORZ-ID, SMELL[I],TASTE[I],PERMEABILITY[D],DEPTH[D]

1,1,3,4,1.23,30

1,2,4,2,1.03,60

The description above applies to both the observed data and, where applicable, the reference
too. The reference must have exactly the same number of fields as the data file, and they
must represent the same values. That is, if the fifth column in the data file contains the
permeability as a decimal, then the fifth field in the reference file must also contain the
permeability, again, expressed as a decimal.

Where the reference data differs from the observed data is in the horizon identification:
where observed data rows have a horizon id that is relative to the soil, reference data
rows have horizon ids that are global. The horizon ids in this case are the reference hori-
zons.

An important point to note is that there must always be a soil id, even if no classifica- Note
tion or clustering of soils is to take place. The safest option, if you do not have a soil
id, is to use the row number as id. This way, every row counts as a separate soil pro-
file, which avoids problems if you should ask for soil classification or clustering by mis-
take.

2.4 User Choices

The choices that are presented to the user are described below:

Horizon Distance There are many ways of calculating a distance between two data points,
the two most frequently used being those available in OSACA, namely, the Euclidean
Distance, and the Manhattan Distance. The Euclidean Distance is the root of the sum
of the squares of the differences in the variables, while the Manhattan distance is the
sum of the absolute differences of the variables. For more details, see ??.

Solum Distance The three choices provided are: Pedological, Environmental, and Normalised
distances. The names are OSACA-specific, and are discussed in detail in section ??.

Horizon Classification or Clustering This choice is only available if the user has uploaded
a file of reference soils. In the absence of reference data, only clustering is possible. If
the user chooses classification, each horizon is ‘associated’ with the reference horizon
that is closest (according to the chosen distance measure). If clustering is chosen, then
reference horizon types are determined by clustering methods.
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Number of Horizon Clusters This choice only applies if horizon clustering has been cho-
sen. The clustering methods used cannot determine an optimum number of clusters,
and so the user is asked to enter the number of clusters desired. There are two boxes:
if a value is only entered into one box, that value is used as the number of clusters. If
a value is entered into both boxes, this is taken to be a range of numbers of clusters.
In this case, OSACA will cluster using each number in the range, and use the number
that has the best result.

Soil Classification or Clustering This choice is available if a file of reference soils has been
uploaded to OSACA. Only clustering is possible if no reference data is available.

Soil classification, like Horizon classification, is based on finding the reference which
most closely matches the observation; or, in other words, which minimises the ‘dis-
tance’ between the observation and the reference. Although the details are different
in each case, all Solum distance metrics are based on the distances between the con-
stituant Horizons in each solum. There then comes the choice of which Horizons to
use:

Classification using Observed Horizons, or Classified Horizons If observed horizons
are used, the observed Soils are classified, and hence the constituant horizons
can be deduced from the matching referent. If classified horizons are used, the
observed soils are classified using the referent horizons to which the observed
horizons were matched.

No of Soil Clusters This choice only applies if Soil clustering has been requested. As dis-
cussed above for horizon clustering, OSACA cannot optimise the number of clusters,
so the user must indicate either the number of clusters, or a small range over which
OSACA should search for the optimum.

2.5 Results

All results in OSACA are available in “.csv” format, suitable for importing into a spreadsheet
application—indeed, if your browser is properly configured, the results may load automat-
ically into your speadsheet application.

2.5.1 Horizon Distance Table

This table lists, for each observed horizon, the distance from each of the “reference” horizons—
if classification was requested, these are the supplied horizon classes, whereas, if clustering
was requested, these are the optimised cluster centres.

2.5.2 Solum Distance Table

This table lists, for each observed solum, the distance from each of the “reference” solums—
if classification was requested, these are the supplied solum classes, whereas, if clustering
was requested, these are the optimised cluster centres.
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2.5.3 Horizon Class Distance Table

This table lists, for each “reference” horizon, the distance to every other “reference” horizon.
As above, if horizon classification had been requested, then these are the supplied horizon
classes, whereas in the case of clustering, these are the optimised cluster centres.

2.5.4 Solum Class Distance Table

This table lists, for each “reference” solum, the distance to every other “reference” solum. As
above, if solum classification had been requested, then these are the supplied solum classes,
whereas in the case of clustering, these are the optimised cluster centres.

2.5.5 Horizon Cluster Descriptions

This provides the description (ie list of variable values) of each optimised cluster centre after
clustering.

2.5.6 Solum Cluster Descriptions

This provides the description (ie list of variable values) of each optimised cluster centre after
clustering.

2.5.7 Horizon Clustering Quality Analysis

The quality of clustering is described by the ratio Dintra/Dinter where Dintra is the mean of
the distances of each observed horizon to its nearest cluster centre, and Dinter is the mean
of the distances between each cluster centre. The analysis provided depends on whether
the number of clusters was entered, or whether a range of values was given. In the latter
case, the table comprises one line for each number of clusters, with the ratio Dintra/Dinter

for each. The value chosen for actual clustering is highlighted by an asterisk (“*”) in the
third column.

The former case is like the line highlighted, on its own.

2.5.8 Solum Clustering Quality Analysis

The quality of clustering is described by the ratio Dintra/Dinter where Dintra is the mean of
the distances of each observed solum to its nearest cluster centre, and Dinter is the mean of
the distances between each cluster centre. The analysis provided depends on whether the
number of clusters was entered, or whether a range of values was given. In the latter case,
the table comprises one line for each number of clusters, with the ratio Dintra/Dinter for
each. The value chosen for actual clustering is highlighted by an asterisk (“*”) in the third
column.

The former case is like the line highlighted, on its own.
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3 Algorithms

3.1 Nomenclature

Soil comprises one or more distinct layers atop an underlying substrate. The substrate is
the domain of geology, and is not considered. The composition of a soil is determined by
taking soil samples, either by digging a trench, or by using an auger to obtain a core. The
observation is called a solum, and each layer is known as a horizon. In a soil sample, the
horizon has a number of physical characteristics, and its basal depth. However, when we
wish to speak about horizons in general, we don’t have the basal depth. Although we hope
it is clear in the text what sort of horizon we are talking about, we need to be more specific
in the maths. Hence, we shall describe horizon ‘types’ using the notation θ. So θ is a vector
v of n variables; that is

θ ≡ {v1, . . . vn}

while horizons in actual solums are referred to as h, where

h ≡ {θ, p}

where p is the basal depth. Hence, a solum s is a sequence of horizons,

s ≡ {h1, . . . , hm}
0 < pi−1 < pi, i ∈ {2 . . .m}

Note that while every horizon has the same number of variables, and each has the same
meaning, solumns can (and do) have different numbers of horizons, and have different
maximal basal depths. The number of horizons in a solum is its cardinality, written as |s| and
equal to m. The maximal basal depth of a solum pmax is pm, or p|s|

3.2 Distance

Distance is a measurement of the path length between two points A and B. There can be
many possible paths from A to B, and so there is no single metric that can be defined as the
Distance.

In Soil Science, distance is used to describe numerically the difference between two hori-
zons, or two solums: a small distance would indicate similar properties, while a large dis-
tance would imply dissimilar properties.

Since horizons describe points in an n-dimensional variable space, there are several sim-
ple distance measures that can be used. However, the same is not true of solums, as a
glance at figure ?? will show: there can be different horizons, different depths, and dif-
ferent numbers of horizons, all of which contribute to the differences between the solums.
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Figure 6: Two solums to be compared

3.2.1 Horizons

Two measures of distance are available for use in OSACA, the Euclidean distance, and the
Manhattan distance.

The Euclidean distance Dij between two horizons θi and θj is defined as

Dij =

√√√√ n∑
k=1

(vik − vjk)2 (1)

The Manhattan distance Mij between two horizons θi and θj is defined as

Mij =
n∑

k=1

|vik − vjk| (2)

3.2.2 Solums

A distance value that represents a meaningful difference between two solums can be calcu-
lated in several ways:

• We can calculate a pedological distance between two solums by summing the distances
between each pair of horizons. Where |s1| 6= |s2|, the last horizon in the ‘shorter’
solum is used repeatedly.
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• We can calculate an environmental distance by considering each pair of horizons and
multiplying the depth over which they are ‘adjacent’. If one solum is ‘deeper’ than
the other, the last horizon in the ‘shallower’ solum is used to ‘make up the differ-
ence’. The sum of these values can be divided by the ’deepest’ depth, to provide a dis-
tance value. This measure tends to over-emphasize the depths—typically measured
in centimeters—unless they are pre-scaled.

• We can calculate a normalised distance by linear scaling of the depths to a maximum
depth of 1.00 in each case. We can then calculate the distance by the environmental
method above. This method gives a result that while still dependant on the depths, is
much less sensitive to them.

Pedological Distance If we use the nomenclature Dθ(θa, θb) to denote the chosen dis-
tance metric between horizons θa and θb, θij to denote the jth horizon in solum i, and ar-
range for |s1| ≥ |s2| (by swapping, if neccessary) the calculation of the pedological distance
can be expressed as

Dped =
1
|s1|

 |s2|∑
i=1

Dθ(θ1i, θ2i) +
|s1|∑

i=|s2|+1

Dθ(θ1|s2|, θ2i)

 (3)

Environmental Distance Let pij represent the basal depth of horizon j in solum i. Let us
(for the sake of simplicity) arrange that pmax1 ≥ pmax2. Let us define a function Θ(s, p) which
gives the horizon at depth p in solum s. If p > p|s| then the function returns θ|s|.

The environmental distance is then

Denv =
1

pmax1

∫ pmax1

p=0
Dθ(Θ(1, p),Θ(2, p))dp (4)

Note that although expressed as an integral, the function being integrated is not usually
continuous in the interval, and it reduces to a summation that although difficult to write in
mathematical symbols, is very concise algorithmically.

Normalised Distance The calculation is similar to that for the environmental distance,
except that first, all basal depths are scaled linearly so that the range of values is 0 < pij ≤ 1.0
as shown below:

pij ← pij/pmaxij ∈ Si, i ∈ {1, 2}

The normalised distance equation is similar to that of the environmental distance (see eq.
??), but is simpler as a result of the normalisation

Dnor =
∫ 1

p=0
Dθ (Θ(1, p),Θ(2, p)) dp (5)
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3.3 Horizon Classification using Reference Horizons

This procedure consists of finding, for each observed horizon, the closest reference horizon,
where closest means having the smallest calculated distance metric according to the chosen
measure (Euclidean or Manhattan).

The methodology used is as follows:

We define a Cluster, C as a centre point, θc, and a set of points H, that are members of the
cluster.

H ≡ {θ1, . . . θn}
C ≡ {θc, H}

We now create a set of clusters {C1, . . . Cn} such that , initially,

θci = θrefi

Hi = {}

}
i ∈ {1 . . . n}

Then, each observed horizon is taken, and its distance from the centre point of each cluster
is calculated. The horizon is added to the set of members of the cluster whose centre point
is closest.

3.4 Horizon Classification by Clustering

We use a variant of the “k-means” algorithm to optimise a set of clusters. As is well doc-
umented, k-means is sensitive to choice of initial clustering centres—it is guaranteed to
converge to a local minimum, but not neccessarily to a global minimum. OSACA performs
an initial analysis of the observed horizon data to provide “good” choices for these starting
points.

Another problem—indeed, the fundamental problem—with k-means is the need to know a
priori the number of clusters to use. The problem can be seen from an examination of figure
??. Clearly, three clusters are better than two, but why are four clusters not even better?
The usual measurement of cluster performance is to determine the ratio Dintra/Dinter: that
is, how close the clustered points are, on average, to their cluster centres, compared to the
average distance between cluster centres.

The problem is that the ratio has a built-in tendency to decrease with increasing numbers
of clusters—this reaches 0.00 when there are as many clusters as there are data points. To
illustrate this, consider figure ??; although there are local maxima and minima, the trend
is steadily downward. Consequently, OSACA is unable to determine unaided what the op-
timum number of clusters might be, and so the user is requested to enter the number of
clusters he wants. As an alternative, he can enter a range, in which case OSACA chooses the
number of clusters in the way described below.
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Figure 7: Optimum Clustering?

Given a sequence of points {xi, yi} that represents a data series, we can take any three con-
secutive points, and find the quadratic equation that fits those points. Given the general
equation for a quadratic

y = ax2 + bx + c (6)

Then, for three consecutive points, we have

yi−1 = ax2
i−1 +bxi−1 +c

yi = ax2
i +bxi +c

yi+1 = ax2
i+1 +bxi+1 +c

(7)

The value of a determines how deep the quadratic is: a value close to zero means that the
curve is nearly flat, while a large, positive value indicates a very pronounced curve with a
deep minimum.

The xi−1 are consecutive integers; by a simple change of origin so that xi = 0, we obtain the
following

yi−1 = a− b + c

yi = c

yi+1 = a + b + c

Hence, we obtain the following

a =
yi−1 − 2yi + yi+1

2
(8)

b =
yi+1 − yi−1

2
(9)

c = y2 (10)
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We know that the minimum/maximum of a function occurs when the derivative is zero,
hence

2axmin + b = 0
xmin = −b/2a

xmin =
yi−1 − yi+1

2 (yi−1 − 2yi + yi+1)
(11)

If−0.5 < xmin < 0.5 then the central point, xi is a local minimum/maximum. If a > 0, it is a
minimum. OSACA will choose the local minimum with the largest value of a in the interval
supplied.

Figure 8: Cluster Performance—Dintra/Dinter versus number of clusters

3.4.1 Initial Clustering

As stated earlier, OSACA performs an initial analysis of the input data to determine good
starting points for the k-means algorithm, where good can be taken to mean ‘better than
random’.

During development, three different methods of finding good starting points were investi-
gated
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Distance The distance between an observed horizon and every other observed horizon is
calculated, and the greatest distance recorded. This is repeated for every horizon, and
the results sorted in decreasing distance order. The first point is therefore the point
that is further than any other from its furthest point. By taking the first k points, one
is choosing points that are on the outer edges of the space that encloses the data. This
might be a good choice of criterion in cases where significant data is believed to be
under-represented in the dataset.

Frequency The data is binned—integer values remain unchanged, while real values are
converted to integers in the range 1 . . . 32. The frequency of each distinct horizon
is counted, and then sorted into descending order of frequency. The first point is
therefore the most representative horizon, and so on. By taking the first k points, one
is choosing points that are the most representative of the data. This choice is good
where the dataset is believed to be a representative sample of the population.

Mixed If the ranks of both the distance and the frequency are summed, and sorted into
ascending order, the first k points are either frequent, or distant, or both.

In the end, it was decided to implement the frequency option only: the main reasons were

• The distance option was very slow, as it is an O(N2) process

• The distance option did not give noticeably better results than the frequency option

• The mixed option was the slowest of all, for obvious reasons, and gave results that
were no better than the frequency option

• The mixed option made it more difficult to determine an optimum number of clusters

3.4.2 The k-means algorithm

The algorithm is iterative: here it is in ‘mock’ program form:

1 - select k cluster centres

2 - attach each observed point to the cluster whose centre

is nearest to that point

3 - test to see whether iteration is complete, exit if it is

4 - for each cluster, calculate the centroid of the attached points,

and use that as the new cluster centre

5 - repeat from 2

We have already discussed the clustering process (step 2 above); it remains to examine
points 3 and 4.
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Testing for Completion There are three ways of determining whether an iterative process
has finished:

1. Has anything changed? At each iteration, the centroids will change, and points will
‘move’ from one cluster to another; when no points move, the centroids stay the same,
and iteration will no longer cause anything to change. At this point, the process should
terminate.

2. Has the process gone on for long enough? It is possible to conceive of situations
in which there is ‘oscillation’ between two states; in this case, there will always be
change, and hence the first condition for termination will not hold. If we place a limit
of—say—100 on the number of iterations6, we can be sure that the process will com-
plete.

3. Are the results ‘good enough’? The mean distance between the clustered points and
the centres of clustering gives a measure of how well the clusters ‘represent’ the data.
It is possible that a slowly converging process could provide results that are ‘good
enough’ long before convergence.

In fact, OSACA does not use the last criterion; testing showed that with real soil data, con-
vergence happened sufficiently rapidly that a ‘quality-test’ would be of no practical bene-
fit.

Calculation of the Centroid Recall our definition of a cluster C:

H ≡ {θ1, . . . θn}
C ≡ {θc, H}

If we recall the definition

θ ≡ {v1, . . . vm}

the calculation of the centroid (the new centre point) then is

vcj =
1
n

n∑
i=1

vij , j ∈ θ

n = |H|

3.5 Solum Classification using Reference Soil Types

Two methods were investigated during development:

6This is an order of magnitude greater than anything encountered in testing
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Soil Classification using Horizon Classes This is a two-phase process:

1. Replace the horizons in the observed data by the horizon classes to which they have
been attached

2. Using the chosen distance measure (pedological, environmental, or normalised), clus-
ter the observed solums by attaching them to the reference soil that is closest.

The distance between an observed soil and a soil class is therefore due to distances between
horizon classes.

Soil Classification using Observed Horizon Here, the observed horizons in the observed
soil profiles are used. The distances calculated take into account the distance between an
observed horizon and a horizon class. This could lead to the effective re-classification of an
observed horizon in certain circumstances.

In the end, it was decided to use the second method as being ‘truer’ to the original observed
sample data.

3.6 Solum Classification by Clustering

The k-means algorithm, as we have already seen (section ??), is an iterative process with
three parts:

1. A clustering phase, which relies on having a ‘distance’ measurement

2. A test for completion

3. A way of calculating a new cluster centre that ‘improves’ the clustering: in classic
k-means, this is the centroid of the clustered points.

We have already examined the various ways of calculating a distance between two solums,
and the completion tests discussed before will clearly apply here, as well, but there are
difficulties associated with the calculation of the centroid.

The mathematical basis of the k-means algorithm is the minimisation of a distance function,
where this is the sum of the distance of each clustered point from the central point in each
cluster. This, in turn, relies on being able to calculate, for each cluster, the point which
minimises that distance. This, for solums, is a non-trivial problem; let us consider each
distance calculation in turn:

Pedological Distance The distance has no depth dependency, but is affected by the vary-
ing numbers of horizons per solum. Clearly, the centroid must have as many horizons
as the solum with the maximal number of horizons in the cluster. The pedological
distance is the mean of the horizon differences, taken pair-by-pair in sequence, so that
each layer can be considered independently.

So, we can calculate the centroidal solum by calculating the centroidal horizons for
each layer, and we can see that this will minimise the intra-cluster distance for the
clustered points.
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Environmental Distance The problem with the environmental distance as a measurement
is that it has a non-analytic, non-linear dependency on depth. This makes it impossible
to take the mean: if one solum has three horizons for a total basal depth of 400 cm, and
another has five horizons for a total basal depth of 340 cm, what values could have
their means calculated that would guarantee to reduce the intra-cluster distance?

However, we do know that at any depth p the horizon θ at that depth in solum s is
given by the (fictitious) function Θ(s, p). We know that we can minimise the intra-
cluster distance for depth p by taking the mean of the horizons for that depth. We can
therefore imagine a new function Θ(c, p) that returns the mean horizon at depth p. This
would certainly minimise the intra-cluster distance, but it presents two difficulties:

1. it is complicated and slow to find the function Θ(c, p)

2. the resulting centroid does not represent a real solum

If the requirement is to converge to a solution that represents a real solum, there are
two obvious solutions:

• simplify the final centroid. The generated centroid will likely contain many more
horizons than a pedologist would ever use, but if adjacent horizons are merged
where they are the same, or very similar, then the horizons could be reduced to a
sensible number.

• don’t use a calculation of the centroid, but choose the ‘best’ solum from the clus-
ter. If the environmental distance between every pair of solums in the cluster is
calculated, then we can determine the total distance from any solum to all the
others. The solum for whom this distance is minimal can then be used for the
next cluster centre.

It was decided that the better choice was the second: this method will always converge
to a solum that was observed, and will converge more rapidly than the first.

Normalised Distance The calculation of the normalised distance is the same as the envi-
ronmental distance, except that the basal depths are all normalised first. The same
arguments presented above apply here also, with a difficulty in addition: if the op-
timal centroid is already normalised (as would be logical) then how is it to be ‘de-
normalised’; that is, what maximal basal depth should be used?

As for the environmental distance measure, it was decided that the best way of de-
termining the centroid was to choose the clustered solum whose total (normalised)
distance to the other solums was a minimum.

3.6.1 Initial Clustering

A good choice of intial cluster centres can make a significant difference to the outcome of the
optimisation process. The procedure for finding initial cluster centres for soils is based on
finding “representative” soils in the observation data, as described here below:

1. Set the desired number of initial clusters to be either (i) the minimum number of clus-
ters, (ii) the maximum number of clusters, or (iii) 100, whichever is the greatest.
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2. Set a “minimum threshold distance” to a reasonably large value.

3. Create an empty list of clusters

4. Take each observed solum in turn, If its the first one, create a cluster with it as its
centre, and add it to the (empty) list, otherwise. . .

5. Compare the distance of the observed solum to each cluster centre in turn; if the dis-
tance is less than the minimum threshold distance, add the observed soil to the cluster.
If the end of the list is reached, and the desired number of clusters has not yet been
reached, then add a new cluster with this observation as centre, otherwise, add this
solum to the closest solum.

6. If the desired number of clusters is not reached when all the observations have been
considered, then divide the minimum threshold distance by 2, and repeat from step 4.

7. Sort the final list of clusters according to the number of members (ie frequency), and
choose initial clusters from the most frequent.

Note that this method chooses actual observed solums as initial cluster centres, and then,
once the desired number of sufficiently different clusters has been attained, the rest of
the data is classified using these clusters. By choosing a large value for the minimum
threshold distance, new cluster centres are guaranteed to be at least that far apart. How-
ever, a large minimum distance threshold limits the number of clusters created, so it is
possible that the desired number of candidates is not reached. By reducing the distance,
and repeated the process, we will obtain more clusters, but that are more similar to each
other.
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4 Application Architecture & Class Design

4.1 Architectural Design

It was a design requirement that OSACA be developed as a Java Web Application, and this
naturally informed many subsequent architectural design choices.

User Interface Design The user interface is provided by a standard Web browser, which
requires that the UI be provided in HTML. However, in order to provide a UI that is

• Easy to maintain

• Cross-platform

• Robust

the responsabilities for producing the final HTML pages were divided up as follows:

• The Java servlet class is responsible for placing all needed dynamic information into a
particular data structure that is used by

• The Velocity Template Engine, which merges the data into an HTML template file, that
contains the static HTML, and placeholders for the dynamic data. The static data
includes a reference to a

• CSS style sheet, that determines the layout, and the ‘look and feel’ of the final page.

It should be clear from the aforegoing that most cosmetic changes can be achieved either
simply by modifying the style sheet, or maybe also by changing the template files. Only if
new dynamic information is needed would it be neccessary to modify the Java code. How-
ever, since the structure of the Java is considerably clearer without the HTML generation
code being there, the task of adding new information should normally be a trivial exer-
cise.

request URL Servlet Output contains URL
/osaca StaticPage home.vm /osaca/upload
/osaca/upload UploadData uploaded.vm /osaca/options

home.vm /osaca/upload
/osaca/options ValidateOptions results.vm /osaca/*.csv

/osaca/redo
uploaded.vm /osaca/options

/osaca/*.csv Downloader (returns requested csv file)
/osaca/redo RedoOptions uploaded.vm /osaca/options

The table attempts to show the flow of control around the site: for example, the requested
URL /osaca causes the StaticPage servlet to be loaded, and that outputs the home.vm tem-
plate. The generated HTML contains a link to the URL /osaca/upload. And so on.
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Multi-user considerations Java web applications are naturally multi-user, but care must
be taken in the class design in order to avoid conflicts—as a simple example, if the code
assumes that the data will be held in a file called data.file, then two users with two dif-
ferent data files will find that the system does not work as expected, as one user’s data is
overwritten by the other’s.

OSACA has been designed to allow multiple users, but given the memory requirements, it
is unlikely that this would prove satisfactory in practise. Instead, the design is intended to
avoid the kinds of problem outlined above, and allow independant working.

Package Structure & Class Dependencies All Java classes developed are rooted in the
com.jacode.osaca package. The sub-divisions are:

servlet The classes in this package are responsible for the User Interface. Servlets are
loaded and executed by the servlet container (Tomcat) when requests come in from
browsers. The mapping between URL and servlet is defined by the Deployment De-
scriptor, web.xml. The servlet’s task is to validate and process any data that the user
may have submitted, and then produce the response to the browser: normally, an
HTML document.

bean All the classes that describe data items, or which directly affect their behaviour, are
defined in this package

parsers The data supplied to OSACA could, in theory, be in different forms: database table,
CSV file, XML file, and so on. The parsers package defines an interface, and an im-
plementation for CSV files. To support other file types, other implementations would
need to be written.

util This package contains those classes which don’t naturally ‘fit’ anywhere else.

4.2 External Package Dependencies

The packages described here all come from the Apache Software Foundation (www.apache.org),
best known for the apache web server, but in fact a major source (no pun intended) of Open
Source software. Of particular note is the Tomcat project, which produces Reference Imple-
mentations of the Java Servlet Specifications.

Apache has earned itself a reputation as a provider of reliable software, so that it is rarely
worthwhile developing code that is already available from them. Also, applications and
code libraries often rely themselves on lower-level functionality available as library code. If
there is commonality in these low-level libraries, application size can be reduced, and code
dependencies simplified.

4.2.1 Velocity

Traditionally, Java servlets were expected to generate their HTML output directly from
within the main code. It was quickly realized that this was unsatisfactory for a number
of reasons:
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• The business logic is mixed-in with the UI generation code, making each more difficult
to develop and maintain.

• HTML is usually7 developed and maintained by specialist staff who do not necces-
sarily know Java. Asking such staff to modify Java code when the UI changes is risk-
prone.

• Because each servlet has to generate all its own HTML, it is difficult to maintain a
common page design across a site

Java Server Pages (JSP) were an attempt to improve matters, but actually make things
worse:

• Since it is possible to mix business logic into the JSP, the temptation is to do so, which
results in exactly the same mess as JSPs were intended to avoid

• JSPs are translated into servlets when required. Java errors reported by the Java com-
piler refer to the servlet, and not the original JSP, making debugging problematic

Velocity is a templating engine, where the templates correspond to HTML pages, with places
where variable information can be filled in. HTML generation is a two-phase process:
first, the servlet places information into a particular data structure (a kind of Map) called a
Context thus:

public class MyServlet extends VelocityServlet {

/* ... */

public Template handleRequest( HttpServletRequest request ,

HttpServletResponse response , Context ctx ) {

/* ... */

String countryName = "Italy";

ctx.put("place", countryName);

/* ... */

return getTemplate("myTemplate.vm");

}

}

Second, the variable data in the Context is merged into the designated template file, and the
result sent to the browser. So, if the template myTemplate.vm contains the following:

<html>

<head><title>Test</title ></head>

<body>

<p>Welcome to $place </p>

</body>

</html>

the browser would receive the following:

<html>

<head><title>Test</title ></head>

<body>

<p>Welcome to Italy</p>

</body>

</html>

7except in small projects
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The variable data in the Java code is placed into the Context with the name place. This
can be referenced in the template by prepending a dollar sign ($) to the name, causing the
value “Italy” to be substituted at that point. There are also simple constructs for looping
over arrays and list of data, simple “if-then-else” commands, and the ability to define and
use macros (useful for boilerplate text). However, there is no way to perform any business
logic in the template.

This combination provides for a clean separation between business logic and presentation,
and makes the UI development process much simpler overall.

There isn’t space here to describe Velocity in more detail; to find out more, including the user
documentation, please visit http://jakarta.apache.org/velocity/index.html8

4.2.2 Configuration

This is a small package from the so-called “commons” sub-project that provides support
for the storage and use of run-time configuration data in a variety of formats. OSACA uses
an xml file to define certain values that are needed by the application, and which would
otherwise have to be “hard-coded” (a Bad Thing!).

4.2.3 FileUpload

This is another small package from the “commons” sub-project; it provides support for the
uploading of files from Web pages.

4.3 Principal Java Classes

4.3.1 Cluster & Clusterable

Before discussing the concrete data classes in Osaca, it is useful to consider what the ap-
plication is expected to do: whether we are dealing with soil samples (sola), or individual
horizons, we want to be able to classify them—either using supplied classes, or by a clus-
tering technique. In practical terms, classification can be likened to statistical clustering,
except that the supplied classes—which equate to cluster centres—are assumed to be opti-
mal.

Hence, there is a class Cluster which defines the content and behavior of a cluster, and
Clusterable, which is an interface that describes what sort of data can be clustered.

A Cluster comprises a centre point, and a set of points that are attached to this Cluster.

The Clusterable interface looks like the following:

8Because of the nature of the Apache Software Foundation, individual projects may get ‘promoted’, and their
URL may also change, as a result. If any Apache URL fails to work, please try the home page www.apache.org,
and search from there.
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package com.jacode.osaca.bean;

import java.util.Iterator;

public interface Clusterable

{

Clusterable getCentroid(Iterator it) throws

ClusterableMismatchException;

double distanceTo(Clusterable cl) throws

ClusterableMismatchException;

}

The getCentroid() method is passed an iterator over a collection of Clusterables, and re-
turns a Clusterable that represents the centroid of the collection. This is one of the funda-
mental operations required by the k-means algorithm. It is defined as an operation on the
data rather than on the Cluster itself, as the way that the centroid is determined depends on
the actual data.

Similarly, the distanceTo() method is defined as an operation on the data, although it is
the Cluster, and the k-means algorithm that need the result.

4.3.2 Horizon & co.

In Pedology, a horizon is a distinct layer in the soil, in the same way that in Geology a
distinct layer of rock is called a stratum. Traditionally, horizons have been described qual-
itatively ("sandy loam") but researchers are now attempting to describe them numerically.
OSACA needs Horizons described numerically in order to function, but it makes very few
assumptions about the definition of a horizon in general. The assumptions it does make
are:

• A horizon is described by an array of numerical values, one per variable measured

• Each value can either be an integer (a whole number), or a real (floating point) number

• The last value is the basal depth in a solum.

• Every horizon in a dataset has the same description

For reasons that we hope will become clear, the Horizon class is defined as an interface, as
shown below.

package com.jacode.osaca.bean;

import java.util .*;

public interface Horizon extends Clusterable

{

public Number [] getValues ();

public Clusterable getCentroid(Iterator it) throws

ClusterableMismatchException;

public double distanceTo(Clusterable that) throws

ClusterableMismatchException;

public double getDepth ();

public String getId();

public String toString ();

}
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To explain the difficulty with Horizons, let us consider the calculation of the Euclidean Dis-
tance, discussed in section ??. This is only defined for two Horizons that have identical
descriptions. Indeed, it cannot be otherwise. But OSACA must be able to deal with different
datasets—ones with different descriptions. The issue therefore is to ensure that all Horizons
in a dataset have the same description, while allowing the description to vary from dataset
to dataset.

This is (at least partly) resolved by the HorizonFactory class.

package com.jacode.osaca.bean;

import java.util .*;

public class HorizonFactory

{

private static int nextFactoryId = 1;

private final int nVar; // number of (scalar)

variables per var

private final VarType [] varTypes; // value type for each

variable

private int thisFactoryId;

private HorizonDistance hdis = null;

private int nextAutoId = 1;

private Map <String , Horizon > idMap = null;

public HorizonFactory(VarType [] vt)

public void setDistance(HorizonDistance x)

public boolean horizonExists(String id)

public Horizon makeHorizon(Number [] x, String id) throws

DuplicateItemException

public Horizon makeHorizon(Horizon x, Number d, String id) throws

NumberFormatException , DuplicateItemException

public Horizon makeCentroid(Iterator hit) throws

ClusterableMismatchException

}

As the summarized listing shows, the constructor takes a description (as an array of Var-
Type), and contains various factory methods that make Horizon objects that conform to the
description. The only way to instantiate a Horizon is through the HorizonFactory class, so
making consistency between Horizons easy to achieve.

Distances OSACA implements two distance metrics for Horizons, but there are others that
could be used. The obvious, but unsatisfactory way of calculating the distance is by writing
the distanceTo() method like this:

public double distanceTo(Clusterable that) throws

ClusterableMismatchException {

double theDistance;

if (distanceType == HorizonDistanceType.EUCLIDEAN)

{

/* calculate the euclidean distance */

}

else if (distanceType == HorizonDistanceType.MANHATTAN)

{
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/* calculate the manhattan distance */

}

return theDistance;

}

The disadvantages of this are several, but most importantly, (i) to add a new distance metric
means modifying existing code, and (ii) it ties the distance-measuring code to a particular
implementation of Horizon. For this reason, a slightly more complicated, but more flexible
solution was found. This is based on a very simple variant of the “Abstract Factory” pattern.
First, we define an interface class, HorizonDistance as follows:

package com.jacode.osaca.bean;

public interface HorizonDistance

{

double distance(Horizon a, Horizon b);

}

So, we can write classes that implement this interface, one for each type of distance metric
(Euclidean, etc.). If our Horizon class has access to a variable that contains an instance of the
appropriate class, the code fragment above is much simpler, thus:

public double distanceTo(Clusterable that) throws

ClusterableMismatchException {

// HorizonDistance hd defined elsewhere ...

return hd.distance(this , (Horizon) that);

}

Then, we define a factory class HorizonDistanceFactory that has a single static method that
takes a HorizonDistanceType as parameter, and returns an instance of HorizonDistance
that calculates the distance according to the requested type. The class is small enough that
it can be shown in its entirety below.

package com.jacode.osaca.bean;

public class HorizonDistanceFactory {

private HorizonDistanceFactory () { }

public static HorizonDistance instance(HorizonDistanceType t) {

HorizonDistance d = null;

switch (t)

{

case EUCLIDEAN:

d = EuclideanHorizonDistance.instance ();

break;

case MANHATTAN:

d = ManhattanHorizonDistance.instance ();

break;

}

return d;

}

}

Note that the factory calls a static method on the implementing classes to obtain an instance
of the class: unfortunately, Java does not permit this kind of behaviour to be pre-defined—
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that is, interfaces apply only to public methods on instances of an implementing class: no
creational behaviour can be specified, nor can class methods be specified.9

Because we have implemented Horizon as an inner class in HorizonFactory, we define a
method in HorizonFactory to set the HorizonDistance, and then we define the distanceTo()
method in the inner class using the HorizonDistance in HorizonFactory.

package com.jacode.osaca.bean;

import java.util .*;

public class HorizonFactory {

private HorizonDistance hdis = null;

public void setDistance(HorizonDistance x) {

hdis = x;

}

class _horizon implements Horizon {

public double distanceTo(Clusterable that) {

return hdis.distance(this , (Horizon) that);

}

}

}

It should be clear that to implement a new distance metric involves writing one new class
that implements HorizonDistance, a modification the the enum class, HorizonDistanceType
to define a constant that identifies the metric, and a small change to HorizonDistanceFactory.
The Horizon and HorizonFactory do not change at all.

4.3.3 Soil & co.

There is very little that need be said about the Soil class and its associates; a soil (solum) com-
prises an ordered sequence of horizons, which in OSACA is implemented as a LinkedList of
Horizon ordered on the basal depth of each Horizon. Since all Soils are equivalent, the Soil
class is simple, and we do not need a SoilFactory.

There are several ways of measuring a taxonomic “distance” between two Soils, and these
are implemented in a completely analogous way to that already described for Horizons;
accordingly, they will not be described here.

4.3.4 SoilDataSet & SoilDataImpl

These classes encapsulate the concept of a collection of soil data: soil profiles and horizons,
either observed data, or soil class data.

This pair of classes reflects a certain mania in design by the author: rather than having a
class to do a job, write an interface to define what the class is supposed to do, and then
write an implementation of that interface. The idea is that the interface is defined as a result

9There must be a very good reason why this is so, but it is very annoying in practice, as many useful design
patterns rely on being able to control the object instantiation process.
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of writing client classes—if a class that uses the interface needs a particular function per-
formed, or some particular data structure returned, then that can be added to the evolving
interface. Later, an implementation can be written.

Hence, the SoilDataSet class is an interface that represents how clients want to use the data
contained in the dataset, and SoilDataImpl is an implementation of the interface.

4.4 Application Data and Services

The Application class contains various static methods that perform services for the appli-
cation as a whole, and also holds the Configuration object created when the application is
initialised. Let us examine the class:

package com.jacode.osaca.util;

import java.io.*;

import org.apache.commons.configuration .*;

import javax.servlet .*;

public final class Application {

public static void setConfiguration(Configuration x)

public static void setLogger(ServletContext x)

public static Configuration getConfig ()

public static String getName ()

public static void log(String x)

public static void flog(String format , Object ... args)

public static void elog(String prefix , Throwable t, boolean

withStackTrace)

public static void elog(Throwable t, boolean withStackTrace)

public static void elog(String prefix , Throwable t)

public static void elog(Throwable t)

}

The two ‘set’ methods are intended to be called just once, when the application is loaded.
We shall see how this is achieved in a moment. The ‘get’ methods are for use by servlets
and other classes that need access to either the Configuration object, or the name of the
application (ie ‘Osaca’). The remainder are various logging methods that are occasionally
useful to developers for debugging purposes.

To provide the possibility of having code executed when the Web Application starts (and
when it stops), the servlet specification defines an interface called ServletContextListener

with two methods, one called when the Application (aka Context) is started, and the other,
when it shuts down. The ApplicationInitialiser class implements this interface, and
loads Application-level data. As the source is quite small, it is given in its entirety be-
low.

package com.jacode.osaca.util;

import org.apache.commons.configuration .*;

import java.io.*;

import java.util .*;

import javax.servlet .*;

public class ApplicationInitializer implements ServletContextListener

{

public void contextInitialized(ServletContextEvent sce) {
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ServletContext ctx = sce.getServletContext ();

String configFileName = ctx.getInitParameter("configuration -file"

);

if (configFileName == null) {

ctx.log("Error! Context parameter \" configuration -file\" not 

supplied!");

}

else {

try {

String realConfigFile = ctx.getRealPath(configFileName);

CompositeConfiguration props = new CompositeConfiguration ();

props.addConfiguration(new SystemConfiguration ());

props.addConfiguration(new XMLConfiguration(realConfigFile));

Application.setConfiguration(props);

Application.setLogger(ctx);

Application.log("Properties loaded from " + realConfigFile);

}

catch (Exception e) {

ctx.log(e.getMessage ());

}

}

}

public void contextDestroyed(ServletContextEvent sce) { } // do

nothing

}

The main task of the class is to load properties from an XML file, whose name is given in an
initialisation parameter in the deployment descriptor file web.xml

To illustrate, here is an extract from an example:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO -8859 -1"?>

<!DOCTYPE web -app

PUBLIC " -//Sun Microsystems , Inc.//DTD Web Application 2.2//EN"

"http://java.sun.com/j2ee/dtds/web -app_2 .2.dtd">

<web -app>

<context -param>

<param -name>configuration -file</param -name>

<param -value>WEB -INF/application -properties.xml</param -value>

</context -param>

<listener >

<listener -class>com.jacode.osaca.util.ApplicationInitializer </

listener -class>

</listener >

Here, we can see that the ApplicationInitialiser class is registered as a listener, and the
path of the configuration file is given10.

10This is relative to the root of the context
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4.5 Session Data

The HTTP protocol is stateless—that is, the protocol defines transactions that are independant
of any other previous transactions. For example, a GET request from a client simply leads to
a particular document—usually, an HTML page—being returned by the server. This makes
for a lightweight protocol that is well-adapted for simple web browsing, but which is not
good for applications where a transaction (or unit of work) is spread over a number of web
interactions.

The servlet specification describes how Sessions are defined and used: a session being an
series of exchanges between a web application, and a particular client. Although one can
manually terminate a session, there remains the issue of cases where a session remains open
because the client has abandoned it in the middle. This is usually handled by a timeout
limit between two accesses; once timed-out, the session is considered expired, and is can-
celled.

In the case of OSACA, there is a certain amount of data that must be made persistant for the
duration of the session, for which the servlet specification makes available a pair of methods
setAttribute and getAttribute. In OSACA, the data is stored in a Configuration object
called “conf”.

4.5.1 Input Data

The current version of OSACA can only accept input data in the form of .csv files. The
design, however, should allow data to be uploaded in different formats in the future without
too much difficulty. The process of uploading, validating, and storing data is sufficiently
involved that some explanation should be given here. But I don’t have the time, and my
contract has run out.
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5 Installing Tomcat

OSACA is supplied as a standard Web Archive (.war) file. Installing it is usually no more
difficult than deploying it to a web container. However, it depends on your system having a
Web container installed, and that, in turn, depends on there being an appropriate version of
Java installed. Neither is particularly difficult to do, so they are described in outline below
as a guide.

These instructions assume that you are running a modern, Unix-like Operating System,
such as Linux, Solaris, Mac OS X, HP-UX and so on. We don’t do Windows. We don’t think
you should either. However, you may not have the choice, in which case, you have our
sincerest sympathies. You can download a version of Tomcat for WIndows, which installs
itself, and which does work11.

5.1 Installing Java

If you need to install Java, or is the version you have is before 5.0, then you should go to
http://java.com/en/download/manual.jsp and select the appropriate package.

To discover which version of Java you have, type java -version.

5.2 Installing & Running Tomcat

First of all, a warning: if you use a package-based Linux distribution, such as ‘Red Hat’, or
‘Gentoo’, you may be tempted to see if there is a packaged version of the software available.
Don’t do it! These distributions tend to have their own idea of where the various parts of
the software should go, and each is different. It is recommended that you install Tomcat in
the standard place, /usr/local.

The steps involved in Installing Tomcat are

1. Download Tomcat. Tomcat is Open Source software from the Apache Software Foun-
dation, and is the reference platform for the Java Servlet specification. The home page
for Tomcat is http://tomcat.apache.org from where you can find all the informa-
tion you may require, and links to the download pages. OSACA was developed with
the 5.0.28 release of Tomcat, but the latest stable release in either 5.5 or 5.0 should
work without trouble. The file, called something like jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28.tar.gz
should be downloaded to the /usr/local directory. (Make sure that you have write
permission in this directory.)

2. Unpack Tomcat.

• cd /usr/local

• tar xzf jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28.tar.gz

3. (optional) Make a symbolic link. Which is easier to type?

11The author makes no guarantee of this
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• cd /usr/local/tomcat

• cd /usr/local/jakarta-tomcat-5.0.28

Making a symbolic link (ln -s) is strongly recommended12.

4. Edit tomcat-users.xml. The easiest way to install OSACA is to use Tomcat’s ‘manager’
application, for which you need a login and password. As standard, Tomcat comes
with an example file which is of no use at all. With your favorite text editor, edit the file
/usr/local/tomcat/conf/tomcat-users.xml such that it looks like the example be-
low:

<?xml version='1.0' encoding='utf-8'?>

<tomcat-users>

<role rolename="manager"/>

<user username="flo" password="martin" roles="manager"/>

</tomcat-users>

This means that a user ‘flo’, password ‘martin’, has the ‘manager’ role. The role name
is fixed, but obviously, you should substitute a user name and password of your
choice.

5. Set Tomcat’s environment variables. On the assumption that you’ll run Tomcat from
your own account, you should edit your own user profile to set the environment vari-
ables that Tomcat needs—these are:

JAVA_HOME This should be set to the root of the Java installation. Since different Linux
distributions place Java in different places, you may have to search around, or ask
the person who installed it for you. On our development system, which runs Red
Hat Linux, this is /usr/lib/jvm/java-1.5.0, but your system may be different.

CATALINA_HOME This should be set to the root of the Tomcat installation, which, if you
have followed the recommendations, will be /usr/local/tomcat

JAVA_OPTS (optional) This can be set to allocate minimum and maximum amounts
of memory to Tomcat and OSACA.

By way of example, the development system has the following defined in /.bashrc

export CATALINA_HOME=/usr/local/tomcat

export JAVA_OPTS="-Xms512M -Xmx1024M"

export JAVA_HOME=/usr/lib/jvm/java-1.5.0

Running Tomcat is then simply a matter of running a shell script:

cd /usr/local/tomcat

bin/startup.sh

Tomcat will then run in the background until you log out, or you stop it manually:

cd /usr/local

bin/shutdown.sh

12It also makes upgrading Tomcat much simpler, since the only thing that changes is the symbolic link.
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To test to make sure that Tomcat is running, type the following url into your Web browser:
localhost:808013. You should get a ‘Welcome to Tomcat’ page, as shown in figure ??.

Figure 9: Welcome to Tomcat

13The ‘:8080’ indicates that port 8080 is to be used, instead of the Web standard of port 80. This is the default
value for Tomcat, and means that it can run as a normal user, rather than as root.
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